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Speech to the Senate and Assembly, January 6, 1796 1796
excerpt from mr webster s speech in the u s senate march 23 1848 upon the war with mexico after the morning
hour had expired the galleries lobbies and oor of the senate chamber being densely crowded mr webster addressed
the president and the senate as follows about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Mr. Webster's Speech in the U. S 2016-12-15
this book raises questions about one of the key institutions of american government the united states senate and
should be of interest to anyone concerned with issues of representation

Speech in Reply to Hayne 1890
kentucky has long punched above its weight in the us senate as some of the nation s most distinguished senators
have hailed from the commonwealth despite its relatively small population for much of american history kentucky
has produced a record two senate majority leaders a record three senate majority whips and one of the country s
greatest lawmakers henry clay these kentuckians played an important role in the evolution of leadership institutions
in the senate official positions such as senate majority leader and majority whip are nowhere to be found in the
constitution or early american history yet today these offices have essentially eclipsed the constitutionally created
legislative leadership positions of vice president and president pro tempore while kentucky senators have played a
vital role in leading the senate and in its institutional history no book has told the story in its entirety the us senate
and the commonwealth is the first book of its kind to provide a detailed yet accessible discussion of the us senate s
leadership throughout its 225 year history senator mitch mcconnell and roy e brownell ii weave together the history
of the senate with lively portraits of prominent kentucky senators as well as firsthand reflections about legislative
leadership by a senate majority leader the authors illuminate and humanize this discussion by exploring the colorful
and vivid lives of fifteen kentucky lawmakers including henry clay alben barkley and john sherman cooper this
compelling and fascinating study is an essential resource

Journal of the Senate 1993
this work examines the status privileges and functions of each division of the republican roman senate the consular
grade especially the principes senatus and the junior senators especially the tribunician and quaestorian grades the
author s analysis focuses on the level of participation in senate debates by each rank of senator

Senate, 1789-1989, V. 1: Addresses on the History of the United
States Senate 1868
the senate is a place where political minorities and individual members hold great power resting on authority drawn
from senate rules and over two hundred years of related precedents and traditions the minority has and will always
have a clear and important voice on issues brought to the senate floor and it is this distinction from the majority
rule of the house that has enabled the senate to work as well as it has since our democracy s inception now in its
fourth edition senate procedure and practice explains why and how the senate has worked for more than 200 years
it includes the updated modifications of procedures governing senate debate amendment rights and the formation
of conferences the book is filled with fascinating stories and insights that highlight why certain rules are in place
how they are practiced and the ways in which those practices have changed throughout history as our federal
government and the needs of our electorate have evolved anyone with an interest in the pillars of senate procedure



and practice will find a useful companion in this book

The Advice and Consent of the Senate 1988
investigates a large contribution made to the reelection campaign of francis case sen sdak and his subsequent
senate floor announcement of possible bribery

Trial of Andrew Johnson, President of the United States, Before the
Senate of the United States 1959
this is a book about the politics of representative democracy written from the perspective of the politicians who
make it work typically political scientists study campaigns from the perspective of the voter and for the purpose of
explaining election outcomes but campaigns also need to be studied from the perspective of the candidate for the
purpose of understanding representation richard f fenno jr traveled with ten u s senators as they campaigned in
their home states using what he calls the drop in drop out tag along hang around method of research to present a
developmental picture of their activities his focus here is on three such activities pursuing a career campaigning for
office and building constituency connections taken together the three constitute the political underpinnings of
representative democracy fenno describes the achievement the testing and the maintenance of representational
relationships he examines challengers and incumbents winners and losers and motivations strategies and behaviors
and he reports on differences similarities and patterns among them in studying the candidates varied careers
campaigns and connections in stages and sequences and in depth and in allowing us to hear them reflect on these
experiences fenno has been able to offer rare insights into campaigns and elections insights very different from
conventional ones that concentrate on the behavior of voters in its focus on the process of representative
democracy senators on the campaign trail offers a rich rounded developmental view of some high level individuals
who work at the business of representation for scholars the book suggests some qualitative confirmation and added
stimulation in forging generalizations about politicians for citizens the book argues for replacing the conventional
blanket condemnation of our politicians so prevalent today with more discriminating judgments about what they do
and why and to what purpose they do it

The Senate, 1789-1989 1839
from history books memoirs news stories and public utterances it is known that untold numbers of serving united
states senators dreamed of residing in the oval office many fewer committed to open pursuit of the office and even
fewer made it three illinois senators from the 1950s to the 1990s republican charles h percy democrats adlai e
stevenson iii and paul simon can be counted as actively engaged in the hunt with widely differing outcomes each
had internal and external pressures percy encouraged by dwight eisenhower and his brother milton and dogged by
media speculation stevenson iii expected to follow in the footsteps of his greatgrandfather and his father stevenson
ii simon ambitious to find ever higher elective outlets for his policy ideas and willing to take the risk circumstances
aside their common goal was to be president their stories include campaign images and fresh perspectives based
on documents

Hearings, Reports and Prints of the Senate Committee on the
Judiciary 1989
the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the united states congress it is
published daily when congress is in session the congressional record began publication in 1873 debates for sessions
prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates and proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789 1824 the
register of debates in congress 1824 1837 and the congressional globe 1833 1873
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